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Computing abelian varieties over finite fields
isogenous to a power
StefanoMarseglia
Abstract
In this paper we give a module-theoretic description of the isomor-
phism classes of abelian varieties A isogenous to Br , where the charac-
teristic polynomial g of Frobenius of B is an ordinary square-free q-Weil
polynomial, for a power q of a prime p, or a square-free p-Weil polyno-
mial with no real roots. Under some extra assumptions on the polynomial
g we give an explicit description of all the isomorphism classes which can
be computed in terms of fractional ideals of an order in a finite product
of number fields. In the ordinary case, we also give a module-theoretic
description of the polarizations of A.
1 Introduction
It is well known that abelian varieties of dimension g over the complex num-
bers can be functorially described by full lattices L ⊂Cg and that such a descrip-
tion becomes an equivalence of categories when we only consider the lattices L
such that the associated torus Cg /L admits a Riemann form. When we move
to the wilder realm of positive characteristic we cannot have such a functo-
rial description due to the existence of objects like supersingular elliptic curves
whose endomorphisms form a quaternionic algebra which does not admit a 2-
dimensional representation, as pointed out by Serre. Nevertheless, when we are
working over a finite field Fq , with q a power of a prime p , we have analogous
descriptions if we restrict ourselves to some subcategories of the category of
abelian varieties over finite fields. More precisely, Deligne proved in [Del69] that
there is an equivalence between the category of ordinary abelian varieties over
Fq and the category of finitely generated freeZ-modules with an endomorphism
satisfying some easy-to-state axioms. This description has been extended by
Centeleghe and Stix in [CS15] for abelian varieties over the prime field Fp whose
characteristic polynomial of Frobenius does not have real roots. In the ordinary
case, Howe has extended this equivalence to include the notions of dual variety
and polarizations, see [How95].
In [Mar18b] we have used such descriptions to produce algorithms to com-
pute the isomorphism classes of abelian varieties with square-free characteristic
polynomial of Frobenius and, when applicable, the polarizations and the corre-
sponding automorphism groups. The algorithms make use of the fact that the
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target category of Deligne’s and Centeleghe-Stix functors is equivalent to a cate-
gory of fractional ideals of a certain order in the étale algebra Q[x]/(h), where h
is the characteristic polynomial.
In the present paper we extend such a description to the case when the
characteristic polynomial h is a power of a square-free polynomial, say h = g r .
Instead of fractional ideals we will have to consider lattices in K r with an R-
modules structure, where K = Q[x]/(g ) and R = Z[x, y]/(g (x),xy − q). In the
ordinary case we translate the notion of a polarization to this context.
When the orderR is Bass there is a classification of suchmodules, see [Bas63]
and [LW85], and we can explicitly compute representatives of the isomorphism
classes of the abelian varieties.
There are other categorical descriptions, which we do not make use of, of
the category of abelian varieties isogenous to a power of elliptic curves, see the
Appendix in [Lau02], [Kan11] and [JKP+17].
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we recall the notion of an
order and a fractional ideal, with a focus on Bass orders. In Section 3 we de-
scribe the categorical equivalences that we are going to use in Section 4, where
we focus on the case of abelian varieties with characteristic polynomial of the
form h = g r , with g square-free. In Section 5 we translate the notion of a polar-
ization into our module-theoretic language. Finally, in Section 6 we apply our
description and present the results of some computations.
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Conventions
All rings considered are commutative andunital. Allmorphismsbetween abelian
varieties A and B over a field k are also defined over k , unless otherwise speci-
fied. In particular, we write Hom(A,B ) for Homk (A,B ). Also, an abelian variety
A is simple if it is so over the field of definition.
2 Orders
Let g be an integral square-free monic polynomial, say of degree n. Let K be
the étale Q-algebra Q[x]/(g ). Note that K is a finite product of distinct number
fields. An order R in K is a subring of K whose additive group is isomorphic to
Zn . Among all orders in K there exists a maximal one with respect to inclusion,
which is called the maximal order of K and is denoted OK . An over-order of R
is an order S in K containing R . Since the quotient OK /R is finite there are only
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finitely many over-orders of R . A fractional ideal of R is a finitely generated sub-
R-module of K containing a non-zero-divisor. Given two fractional R-ideals I
and J , we have that I + J , I ∩ J ,I J , (I : J) and I t are also fractional R-ideals. Recall
that the quotient ideal (I : J) and the trace dual ideal I t are defined respectively
as
(I : J)= {x ∈K : xJ ⊆ I }
and
I t =
{
x ∈K : TrK /Q(xI )⊆Z
}
.
Observe that the underlying additive subgroup of any fractional ideal I is a free
abelian group of rank n, that is I is a lattice inK . Recall, that if I =α1Z⊕. . .⊕αnZ
then I t = α∗1Z⊕ . . .⊕α∗nZ, where
{
α∗
i
}
i
is the dual basis characterized by the
relations TrK /Q(α
∗
i
α j )= 1 if i = j and 0 otherwise.
Given any full lattice I in K the set (I : I ) is an order. If I is fractional R-
ideal then (I : I ) will contain R . This order is called themultiplicator ring of I .
A fractional ideal I is called invertible if I (S : I )= S, where S is the multiplicator
ring of I .
An order S is called Gorenstein if every fractional ideal with multiplicator
ring S is invertible, or equivalently if S t is an invertible ideal, see [BL94, Propo-
sition 2.7]. Examples of Gorenstein orders are OK and the monogenic order
R = Z[x]/( f ), see [BL94, Example 2.8]. An order R is called Bass if every over-
order of R is Gorenstein. Since in this paper we will extensively use the proper-
ties of Bass orders we will list here other equivalent definitions.
Proposition 2.1. Let R be an order. The following are equivalent:
• R is Bass (every over-order is Gorenstein);
• every fractional R-ideal can be generated by 2 elements;
• R is a cyclic index order, that is the finite R-module OK /R is cyclic.
The study of such orders started with the paper [Bas63] on Gorenstein rings.
There aremany sources where one can find a proof of Proposition 2.1 (and other
characterizations), for example [LW85, Theorem2.1]. Since every fractional ideal
of a quadratic order can be generatedby 2 elements as an abelian group, they are
examples of Bass orders.
Given an order R we define the ideal class monoid as
ICM(R)= {fractional R-ideals}upslope≃
and the ideal class group as
Pic(R)= {invertible fractional R-ideals}upslope≃,
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where the operations are induced by ideal multiplication. We will denote the
class of the ideal I by [I ]. Note that ICM(R)⊇ Pic(R) with equality if and only if
R =OK . In general we have that
ICM(R)⊇
⊔
S
Pic(S),
where the disjoint union is taken over the over-orders of R , with equality if and
only if R is Bass. In particular, if this is the case, once we have a complete list of
over-orders of R , it is easy to compute all the ideal classes of R , using the results
from [KP05]. For more about the computation of ICM(R), even in the non-Bass
case, we refer to [Mar18c].
Recall that an R-moduleM is torsion-free if the canonical mapM→M ⊗R K
is injective.
Definition 2.2. Let R be an order in K and letB(r ) be the category of torsion-free
R-modulesM such that M⊗K is a free K -module of rank r togetherwithR-linear
morphisms.
Crucial for our purpose is the fact that, when R is a Bass order, the mod-
ules in B(r ) can be written in a canonical form in terms of over-orders of R and
fractional ideals.
Theorem 2.3. Let R be a Bass order and let M be in B(r ). Then there are frac-
tional R-ideals I1, . . . , Ir with (I1 : I1)⊆ . . .⊆ (Ir : Ir ) such that
M ≃ I1⊕ . . .⊕ Ir .
The isomorphism class of M is uniquely determined by the chain of over-orders
(Ii : Ii ) and the isomorphism class [I1 · · · Ir ].
This result was first proved in [Bas62, Theorem 1.7] and then proved with a
differentmethod in [BF65, Theorem8]. It was generalized to Bass rings in [LW85,
Theorem 7.1]. As an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.3 we get thatM can
be written in a canonical form
M ≃ S1⊕ . . .⊕Sr−1⊕ I ,
with S1 ⊆ . . .⊆ Sr−1 ⊆ Sr = (I : I ) and this chain of over-orders of R together with
[I ] uniquely determines M up to isomorphism. In particular, if we know all the
over-orders of R and their Picard groups we can easily compute representatives
for all the isomorphism classes of modules in B(r ), for every r .
Proposition 2.4. Let M = I1⊕ . . .⊕ Ir and N = J1⊕ . . .⊕ Js . Then
HomR(M ,N )=
{
A ∈Ms×r (K ) : A j ,i ∈ (J j : Ii )
}
.
Proof. The statement follows from the fact that HomR (Ii , J j )= (J j : Ii ) since ev-
ery R-linear morphism ϕ : Ii → J j is a multiplication by α ∈ K , where α is the
image of 1K under the induced K -linear endomorphism ϕ⊗Q of K .
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In particular, forM = S1⊕ . . .⊕Sr−1⊕ I as above we have
EndR (M )=


S1 S2 . . . Sr−1 I
(S1 : S2) S2 . . . Sr−1 I
...
...
. . .
...
...
(S1 : Sr−1) (S2 : Sr−1) . . . Sr−1 I
(S1 : I ) (S2 : I ) . . . (Sr−1 : I ) (I : I )


and
AutR (M )=
{
A ∈ EndR (M )∩GLr (K ) : A−1 ∈ EndR (M )
}
.
If R is a Bass order and M and N are two modules in B(r ), it is easy using
Theorem 2.3 to check whether they are isomorphic. If this is the case, it is pos-
sible to explicitly construct a matrix A0 realizing the isomorphism, as the next
example shows.
Example 2.5 ([BF65, Lemma 8]). Let I1 and I2 be fractional R-ideals with mul-
tiplicator rings S1 and S2, respectively, with S1 ⊆ S2. Then by the classification
given in Theorem 2.3 we have an R-linear isomorphism
I1⊕ I2 ≃ S1⊕ (I1I2).
We want to exhibit a matrix A0 realizing the isomorphism. Since I1 is invertible
in S1, there are elements c1 and c2 in K such that c1I1+ c2I2 = S1. So we can
assume that I1 and I2 are coprime in S1. Thus there are a1 ∈ I1 and a2 ∈ I2 such
that 1= a1+a2. Then it is easy to check that the matrix
A0 =
(
1 −1
a2 a1
)
satisfies A0(I1⊕ I2)= S1⊕ I1I2 (where the action is on column vectors).
3 The category of abelian varieties over a finite field
Let q be a power of a primenumber p and let AV(q) be the category of abelian va-
rieties defined over Fq . For A in AV(q) consider the induced action of the Frobe-
nius endomorphism on the l -adic Tate modules Tl A, for any prime l 6= p , and
let hA be the corresponding characteristic polynomial. Then hA is a q-Weil poly-
nomial, that is a monic polynomial in Z[x] of even degree with roots of complex
absolute value
p
q . In particular hA has degree 2dim(A) and uniquely deter-
mines the isogeny class of A, in the sense that an abelian variety B is isogenous
to A if and only if hA = hB .
By the Poincaré Decomposition Theoremwe know A is isogenous to a prod-
uct
A ∼B e11 × . . .×B
er
r ,
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where ei are positive integers and the Bi ’s are simple pairwise non-isogenous
abelian varieties. It follows that
hA =he1B1 · · ·h
er
Br
.
Recall that for a simple abelian varietyB in AV(q) the polynomialhB is a power of
an irreducible polynomial, sayma , and the exponent a is uniquely determined
by the p-adic factorization ofm, see [WM71, Theorem 8].
Using this recipe, we can list all characteristicpolynomials h of the Frobenius
of abelian varieties over a finite field Fq of a given dimension g , for example see
[Hal10] for g = 3 and [HS12] for g = 4. By Honda-Tate theory, see [Tat66] and
[Hon68], this corresponds to describing all isogeny classes of abelian varieties in
AV(q) of a given dimension g . For such a polynomial h, denote by AV(h) the full
subcategory of AV(q) whose objects are the abelian varieties in the isogeny class
determined by h.
We will restrict our attention to two subcategories of AV(q). Recall that an
abelian variety A over Fq is called ordinary if exactly half of the roots of hA
over Qp are p-adic units. There are many other characterizations of ordinary
abelian varieties. For example see [Del69, Section 2]. We will denote the full
sub-category of AV(q) consisting of ordinary abelian varieties by AVord(q). We
will also consider the subcategory AVcs(p) of abelian varieties A over the prime
field Fp such that hA has no real roots, that is hA(
p
p) 6= 0. Wewill give functorial
descriptions of AVord(q) and AVcs(p) in terms of Z-lattices with extra structure.
More precisely, consider the following categories:
• the category M ord(q) consisting of pairs (T,F ) where T is a free-finitely
generated Z-module and F is a Z-linear endomorphism of T such that
– the action of F ⊗Q on T ⊗ZQ is semisimple;
– the eigenvalues of F ⊗Q have complex absolute valuepq ;
– half of the roots of the characteristic polynomial of F ⊗Q overQp are
units;
– there exists an endomorphism V of T such that FV = q ;
• the category M cs(p) consisting of pairs (T,F ) where T is a free-finitely
generated Z-module and F is a Z-linear endomorphism of T such that
– the action of F ⊗Q on T ⊗ZQ is semisimple;
– the eigenvalues of F ⊗Q have complex absolute valuepp ;
– the characteristic polynomial of F ⊗Q has no real roots;
– there exists an endomorphism V of T such that FV = p .
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In both categories, a morphism (T,F )→ (T ′,F ′) is a Z-linear morphism ϕ : T →
T ′ inducing a commutative diagram
T
F

ϕ
// T ′
F ′

T
ϕ
// T ′
The main tools to understand the categories AVord(q) and AVcs(p) are given
in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1. There is an equivalence of categories
F
ord : AVord(q)→M ord(q)
and an anti-equivalence of categories
F
cs : AVcs(p)→M cs(p).
If A 7→ (T,F ), then rankZT = 2dimA and the endomorphism F corresponds to the
Frobenius endomorphism of A.
Proof. For the ordinary case over Fq see [Del69, Section 7]. For the case with
no-real roots over Fp see [CS15, Theorem 1].
4 Abelian varieties isogenous to a power
Let h be a characteristic polynomial of an abelian variety in AVord(q) or AVcs(p).
Assume moreover that h = g r for some square-free polynomial g in Z[x]. Put
K =Q[x]/(g ) and α = x mod (g ). Denote with R the order Z[α,q/α] in K (with
q = p if we are in AVcs(p)). Observe that the order R is Gorenstein, see [CS15,
Theorem 11].
Theorem 4.1. (a) If AV(h)⊂AVord(q) then there is an equivalence of categories
F : AV(h)→B(r ). If AV(h) ⊂ AVcs(p) then there is an anti-equivalence of
categoriesF : AV(h)→B(r ).
(b) If R is a Bass order,F induces a bijection between
AV(h)upslope≃
and the set of pairs
(S1 ⊆ S2 ⊆ . . .⊆ Sr , [I ]),
where each Si is an over-order of R and [I ] denotes the isomorphism class
of a fractional Sr -ideal I .
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Proof. Denote by M (h) the image of AV(h) via Ford (or F cs). We will define an
equivalence G : M (h)→B(r ). Take A in AV(h) and let (T,F ) be the image of A
in M (h) via Ford (or F cs). The minimal polynomial of the Q-linear endomor-
phism F ⊗Q of T ⊗Q is g . So by definition of M ord(q) (or M cs(p)) we have that
F and V induce on T an R-module structure via the isomorphism R ≃ Z[F,V ]
given by α 7→ F . Denote this R-module by M and put G ((T,F )) = M . Observe
that the action of F on T is faithful, scince it becomes multiplication by q (or by
p) after composing with V , and henceM is torsion free. Let’s prove thatM ⊗R K
is a free K -module of rank r . Since g is square-free, it is a product of distinct
irreducible polynomials, say g = g1 · · ·gs . In particular, K is isomorphic to the
product of number fields
∏
i Ki , where Ki = Q[x]/(gi ). Let ei be the image in K
of the multiplicative unit of Ki under this isomorphism, so that 1K = e1+ . . .+es
and Kei ≃Ki for each i . Hence
M ⊗R K =M ⊗R
(
s⊕
i=1
Kei
)
≃
s⊕
i=1
(M ⊗R Kei ) .
Since the action of F ⊗Q is semisimple, there is a direct sum decomposition
T ⊗ZQ =W1⊕ . . .⊕Ws such that the action of F ⊗Q on eachWi is simple. This
means that, after renumbering, we can assume that the minimal polynomial of
F ⊗Q|Wi is gi and that
dimQWi = r deg(gi ).
Since deg(gi ) = dimQKei it follows that dimKei (M ⊗R Kei ) = r and hence, by
taking the direct sum over i , we obtain an isomorphism
M ⊗R K ≃K r .
Therefore M is in B(r ). It is clear by construction that G is a fully faithful and
essentially surjective functor. Define F as the composition of the equivalences
F
ord (or F cs) and G . In particular F is an equivalence as well and we have
concluded the proof of part (a). Part (b) now follows directly from Theorem 2.3.
Corollary 4.2. Assume that R is a Bass order. Then every abelian variety A in
AV(h) is isomorphic to
B1× . . .×Br ,
for some abelian varieties Bi in AV(g ).
Proof. Put M = F (A) by Theorem 4.1. By Theorem 2.3 we have that there are
fractional ideals I1, . . . , Ir such that
M ≃ I1⊕ . . .⊕ Ir .
Again by Theorem 4.1, we get that there are abelian varieties Bi in AV(g ) such
that Bi =F (Ii ) for each i = 1, . . . ,r .
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Remark 4.3. In Corollary 4.2, the abelian varieties Bi are simple if and only if g is
irreducible. This follows from [How95, Theorem 3.3] for the ordinary case over Fq
and from [WM71, Theorem 8] for characteristic polynomial over Fp with no real
roots.
Corollary 4.4. Let A be in AV(hr ). If r > 1 then End(A) is not commutative.
Proof. It follows from the fact that End(A)⊗Q=Mr×r (K ).
Remark 4.5. Note that Theorem 4.1 is a generalization of [Mar18b, Theorem 4.3],
where we deal with the case when h is square-free, that is r = 1.
Remark 4.6. Theorem 2.3 tells us that if R is a Bass order, then every torsion-
free R-module of finite rank is isomorphic to a direct sum of fractional R-ideals.
The reverse implication does not hold. In [Bas63], the author describes when it
fails, but overlooks some cases. The gaps were filled in [NR67] and in [Hae90]
in the local case and in [HL88] it is described how to go from the local case to
the global case. We have not analyzed if those exceptions could arise from orders
generated byWeil polynomials, which could potentially extend our description to
more isogeny classes.
5 Polarizations
In this section we will continue using the same notation as in Section 4, but
we will restrict to the case when h is ordinary. Our goal is to describe what the
polarizations of an abelian variety A in AV(h) correspond to in the categoryB(r )
via the equivalence F of Theorem 4.1.(b).
Note that K is a CM-algebra, that is, there is an involution a 7→ a that acts
as complex conjugation after composing with any non-zero homomorphism
ϕ : K → C. In particular, we have that α = q/α. Observe that the homomor-
phisms K → C come in conjugate pairs. We call a choice of half of these homo-
morphisms, one for each conjugate pair, a CM-type of K . For every R-module
M in B(r ), since we can identify M with a sub-R-module of K r , we have an in-
duced actionM 7→M . Moreover, if we consider M as a submodule of K r , we see
that the trace TrK /Q :K →Q induces a non-degenerate bilinear form Tr onM by
Tr :M ×M→Q, ((xi )ri=1, (y j )rj=1) 7→
r∑
i=1
TrK /Q(xi yi ),
where we think of all vectors in K r as columns vectors. In analogy to the r = 1
case, when M is a fractional R-ideal, we define the trace dual M t ofM to be the
dual module with respect to Tr. In particular, if n = deg(h) and we fix a Z-basis
M =α1Z⊕ . . .⊕αnrZ, with α j ∈K
then we can write
M t =α∗1Z⊕ . . .⊕α∗nrZ,
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where α∗
i
is the dual basis characterized by TrK /Q(αiα
∗
j
)= 1 if i = j and 0 other-
wise.
Proposition 5.1. Let A be an abelian variety in AV(h) and put M =F (A). If A∨ is
the dual abelian variety of A, then F (A∨) =M∨, where M∨ =M t . In particular,
if M = I1⊕ . . .⊕ Ir then M∨ = I
t
1⊕ . . .⊕ I
t
r .
Proof. Let G be the functor defined in the proof of Theorem 4.1.(a). Put (T,F )=
F
ord(A), so that G ((T,F )) = M . Following [How95, Proposition 4.5], we have
that Ford(A∨) = (T∨,F∨), where T∨ =HomZ(T,Z) and F∨(ψ) =ψ ◦V for every
ψ ∈ T∨. To conclude, we need to show that G (T∨,F∨) = M∨. It is clear that
G sends T∨ to HomZ(M ,Z) (as abelian groups). Since the action of F∨ on T∨
is “pre-composition with V ” and V = F , we see that it will correspond, via G ,
to the multiplication by α after taking the complex conjugate. More precisely,
writeM =α1Z⊕. . .⊕αnrZ, forα j ∈K , with n = [K :Q], and consider theZ-linear
isomorphism
HomZ(M ,Z)→M
t
ψ 7−→
nr∑
i=1
ψ(αi )α
∗
i
with inverse
Tr(xT ,−)←−[ x,
where xT is the transpose of x. Using this identification the pre-composition
with α on HomZ(M ,Z) will correspond to multiplication by α onM
t
.
Corollary 5.2. Let µ : A → B be a morphism of abelian varieties in AV(h). Put
F (µ)=Λ ∈HomR(M ,N ) in B(r ). Then µ is an isogeny if and only if detΛ ∈ K×.
Moreover, the dual morphism µ∨ : B∨→ A∨ corresponds via F to the morphism
Λ
∨ =ΛT ∈HomR (N∨,M∨), whereΛ
T
is the transpose ofΛ.
Proof. Put (T,F ) = Ford(A), (T ′,F ′) = Ford(B ) and Ford(µ) = (T,F ) λ→ (T ′,F ′).
Then µ is an isogeny if and only if the induced morphism λ⊗Q is invertible. Let
G be the functor defined in the proof of Theorem 4.1.(a). Observe thatG (λ)=Λ
and hence λ⊗Q is invertible if and only if the matrixΛ is invertible over K .
Put Ford(µ∨) = λ∨ where (T ′∨,F ′∨) λ
∨
→ (T∨,F∨) is defined by λ∨(ψ) = ψ ◦λ
for every ψ ∈ T ′∨. Using Proposition 5.1, we see that, if G (λ) =Λ then G (λ∨) =
Λ
T
.
In order to describe the polarizations we need a particular kind of CM-type
which, roughly speaking, detects the complex structure “coming from charac-
teristic p” on a pair (T,F ) in M ord(q). More precisely, put
Φ=
{
ϕ ∈Hom(K ,C) : vp(ϕ(α))> 0
}
,
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where vp is the p-adic valuation induced by a fixed isomorphism Qp ≃ C. In
[Mar18b] we give an algorithm to compute such a Φ. Recall that an element a
in K is called totally imaginary if a =−a. For such an a, we say that it is Φ-non-
positive if Im(ϕ(a))≤ 0 for everyϕ inΦ.
Observe that in M ord(q), an isogeny λ : (T,F )→ (T∨,F∨) induces a bilinear
form
b : T ×T →Z b(s, t )=λ(t )(s).
Then there exists a unique bilinear form S on T ⊗Q such that b = TrK /Q ◦S and,
using [How95, Proposition 4.9], we have that µ is a polarization if and only if
the associated S is skew-Hermitian and for every a in K the element S(a,a) is
Φ-non-positive.
Theorem 5.3. Let A be an abelian variety in AV(h) and let µ : A → A∨ be an
isogeny. Put F (µ)=Λ :M→M∨. Then µ is a polarization if and only if
• Λ=−ΛT and,
• for every column vector a in K r , the element aTΛa isΦ-non-positive.
We have degµ= [M∨ :ΛM ].
Proof. Put Ford(A) = (T,F ). Using the functor G from the proof of Theorem
4.1.(a) we can identify T ⊗ZQ with K r and, by abuse of notation, we will denote
also by b and S the forms on M and M ⊗Q induced by G . Letm be a (column)
vector in M (seen as a sub-module of K r ). Composing Λ with the inverse of the
isomorphism described in the proof of Proposition 5.1, we obtain
M
Λ−→M∨ ∼−→HomZ (M ,Z)
m 7−→Λm 7−→Tr((Λm)T ,−)= Tr(mTΛT ,−).
So we deduce that the bilinear form S is given by
S(a,a′)= (a′)TΛT a
where a and a′ are column vectors in K r . Thus S is skew-Hermitian if and only
if S(a,a′) equals
−S(a′,a)=−(a)TΛT a′ =−(a′TΛa)T
for arbitrary a and a′, which is equivalent toΛ=−ΛT .
The second condition follows directly from this description. For the statement
about the degree see [How04, Section 4].
Let (M ,Λ) and (M ′,Λ′) be themodules corresponding to twopolarized abelian
varieties. Amorphism of polarized abelian varietieswill be a morphismΨ :M→
M ′ satisfying
Ψ
T
Λ
′
Ψ=Λ,
since the dual morphismΨ∨ isΨ
T
by Corollary 5.2. Denote by Pol(M ) the set of
polarizations ofM .
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Theorem 5.4. There is a degree-preserving action of Aut(M ) on the set Pol(M )
given by
Aut(M )×Pol(M )−→ Pol(M )
(U ,Λ) 7−→UTΛU
Two polarizations of M give rise to isomorphic polarized abelian varieties if and
only if they lie in the same orbit. In particular, given a polarization Λ on M, we
have
Aut(M ,Λ)= Stab(Λ).
Proof. All the statements follow directly from Theorem 5.3.
Remark 5.5. Let Pol1(M ) be the subset of Pol(M ) consisting of principal polar-
izations. Since the action of Aut(M ) on Pol(M ) is degree-preserving, we get an in-
duced action on Pol1(M ). Recall that an abelian variety defined over a finite field
admits only finitely many non-isomorphic principal polarizations, or, in other
words, the quotient
Q =Pol
1(M )upslopeAut(M )
is finite. Moreover, the action of Aut(M ) on Pol1(M ) can be extended to the set
Isom(M ,M∨) of isomorphisms fromM toM∨ and, fixing an element A0 ∈ Isom(M ,M∨),
we have that
Isom(M ,M∨)= {A0V :V ∈ Aut(M )} .
In particular, a good understanding of Aut(M )will most likely allow us to handle
Q, but if r > 1, then Aut(M ) is an infinite non-abelian group, making the situ-
ation computationally difficult, even if we were able to produce a (finite) set of
generators.
Recall that a polarized abelian variety (A,µ) is called decomposable if there
are proper sub-varieties B1 and B2 of A, admitting polarizations β1 and β2, re-
spectively, such that
(A,λ)≃ (B1×B2,β1×β2).
Corollary 5.6. Let (M ,Λ) inB(r ) correspond to a polarized abelian variety (A,µ).
Then (A,µ) is decomposable if and only if there are polarizedmodules (M1,Λ1), . . . , (Mm ,Λm)
respectively in B(r1), . . . ,B(rm) with m > 1 and r1+ . . .+ rm = r and an isomor-
phism
P :M1⊕ . . .⊕Mm→M
satisfying
P
T
(Λ1⊕ . . .⊕Λm)P =Λ.
Proof. The statement follows directly from 5.4
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The next example shows that a polarized module (M ,Λ) can be decompos-
able even if there is no way to putΛ into a block diagonal matrix by the action of
an element of Aut(M ).
Example 5.7. Let K =Q(F ) be the number field generated by the 4-Weil polyno-
mial x2−x+4. The orderO =Z[F,4/F ]=Z+FZ ismaximal in K and it has Picard
group of order 2. Put I = 2Z+FZ. One can check that the O-ideal I is not princi-
pal and hence represents the non-trivial ideal class of O . The previous discussion
implies that there are 2 isomorphism classes of elliptic curves, corresponding to
O and I in that isogeny class. Let y = 1
15
(−1+ 2F ) and z = 1
30
(−1+ 2F ) be the
principal polarizations of O and I , respectively, that is yO = O t and zI = I t . In
particular y and z are totally imaginary and totally positive. Now consider the
abelian surfaces O ⊕O and I ⊕ I . Consider the followingmatrices
P0 =
(
1 −3−3F2−3−3F
2
−13+13F
2
)
, M =
(
4 2F −1
2F −1 4
)
,
D =
(
y 0
0 y
)
, D ′ =
(
z 0
0 z
)
.
Note that M is a unimodular Hermitian matrix in GL2(O ) and hence DM is a
principal polarization on O ⊕O . Also, observe that the matrix P0 represents an
isomorphism
I ⊕ I →O ⊕O ,
and that every such isomorphism can be described as AP0 for some A ∈GL2(O ).
One can verify by using results contained in [GHR18] that the polarization
DM is not the pullback of the product polarization D of O ⊕O , that is, there is no
matrix B ∈GL2(O ) such that
B
T
DMB =D.
On the other hand DM is the pullback of the product polarization D ′ of I ⊕ I .
Indeed we have
(AP0)
TDMAP0 =D ′,
for
A =
(
7−10F −3−2F
−23+3F −4+3F
)
∈GL2(O ).
Again, the matrix A has been computed using results from [GHR18].
6 Examples
Example 6.1. Let g = x6−x5+2x4−2x3+4x2−4x+8. Note that g corresponds to
a simple isogeny class of abelian varieties over F2 of p-rank 1. DefineK =Q[x]/(g )
and α = x mod g and put R = Z[α,α]. The only over-order of R is the maximal
order OK of K and, since R is Gorenstein by [CS15, Theorem 11] we get that R is
13
Bass. We have that the Picard Group of R is isomorphic to the cyclic group of order
3 and it is generated by
I = 8R +
(
−32−11α− 3
2
α2−3α3− 3
4
α4+ 1
4
α5
)
R .
The maximal order OK is a principal ideal domain. We now list the representa-
tives of the isomorphism classes in AV(g 3):
M1 =R ⊕R ⊕R
M2 =R ⊕R ⊕ I
M3 =R ⊕R ⊕ I 2
M4 =R ⊕R ⊕OK
M5 =R ⊕OK ⊕OK
M6 =OK ⊕OK ⊕OK
Using Proposition 2.4 we can recover the endomorphism rings of the abelian va-
rieties. For example, End(M1) is the ring M3(R) of 3× 3 matrices over R, while
End(M2) is the matrix ring

 R R IR R I
(R : I ) (R : I ) R


Example 6.2. Let g = (x2−3x +13)(x2+6x +13). Define K = Q[x]/(g ) and α =
x mod g and put S1 =Z[α,α]. The over-orders are
S2 = S1+
(
21
2
+ 98
13
α− 27
13
α2+ 2
26
α3
)
S1
S3 = S1+
(
−26
3
+ 70
13
α− 17
39
α2+ 1
13
α3
)
S1
S4 = S1+
(
11
2
+ 76
39
α+ 3
13
α2− 7
78
α3
)
S1
S5 = S1+
(
−13
9
+ 47
39
α− 4
117
α2+ 1
39
α3
)
S1
S6 = S1+
(
71
18
+ 251
117
α+ 34
117
α2+ 1
234
α3
)
S1
Note that S6 = OK . It easy to check that the order S1 is Bass. We now list indexes
and Picard groups of the orders.
i 1 2 3 4 5 6
[OK : Si ] 162 81 18 9 2 1
Pic(Si )
Zupslope3Z×Zupslope12Z Zupslope3Z×Zupslope6Z Zupslope4Z Zupslope2Z {0} {0}
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In the next tablewe present how the number of isomorphism classes of abelian
varieties in the isogeny class determined by g r grows as r increases.
r 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
#
(
AV(g r )upslope≃
)
62 97 144 206 286 387 512 664 846 1061
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